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Dear CAU 2020 Graduates,

May 18, 2020—This was going to be the day of your graduation ceremony. This day was the day to be celebrated with your family and friends gathered as witnesses of this momentous occasion. This day was to be the culmination of your college career and the beginning of a new journey. With great excitement, you were looking forward to closing one chapter of your life with celebratory events such as senior week, and baccalaureate and commencement exercises.

- Your cap and gown were ordered and received.
- You took pre-commencement pictures on the front steps of the Historic Harkness Hall.
- You dreamt of how you would feel as you walked across the stage and turned your tassels, signifying the completion of this academic phase of your life.

This was the day that your entire college career was building up to. But the moments were stolen from you because of the COVID-19 global pandemic.

Yes, you join the ranks of a unique group of graduates throughout the world who were unfairly stripped of the celebratory events surrounding the end of your senior year and culminating with your long-awaited graduation ceremony. I have heard the feelings of disappointment from many of you. It’s a natural, human instinct and one that I don’t take lightly. I understand because I am a proud parent of a 2020 college graduate, and I was looking forward to witnessing and celebrating her achievements at her college commencement in May.

These are challenging and uncertain times, and I know this is especially tough on each of you. Yet, I want you to know that the Clark Atlanta University community cares about you and shares in your disappointment. We are here for you on all fronts. Your concerns to ultimately celebrate your achievements have not fallen on deaf ears. For now, you and your loved ones’ safety and health are our top priority. As I have said on several occasions, once we have the green light about some sense of normalcy in our daily operations, we will begin planning an event to celebrate each of you and your achievements.

For now, I want you to exercise your “Panther” power and spirit of valor, courage, and determination to find ways to make the most out of this unfortunate situation. This season in your lives may appear bleak on the surface, but I am confident that with your resilience and creativity, you will create new opportunities for yourself and others.

Finally, you have the CAU Family’s continued support. We cherish and care about each of you. As we face the rising sun together, I want you to put on the whole armor of God and hold onto your faith. This year may not be what you envisioned, but I am confident that your spirit and tenacity will enable you to courageously keep your heads up and not allow this pandemic to define your future.

Remember, it is still your year, and we will celebrate you when we receive the green light to host a celebration safely.

Yours in Service,

George T. French, Jr., Ph.D.
President
May 18, 2020

Dear CAU 2020 Graduates,

The Coronavirus Pandemic represents the most serious public health challenge our country and world has ever faced. The unpredictability it has created continues to be challenging and decisions are having to be made quickly and with special attention to the health and safety of our students and all members of the University community.

Within a very short period of time, the University had to move from our traditional mode of instruction to all classes being on-line for the remainder of Spring semester 2020. All of our residential housing had to be closed and students returned home, staff had to shift from on-campus working to working from home, and various events, including your commencement, had to be postponed. The changes we had to make were formidable, but they were made because members of our beloved CAU community came together as a team and did the work required to complete the academic year successfully.

I want to express warm thanks to the Board of Trustees, members of the administration, faculty and staff who worked tirelessly and with lightning speed to get us through this difficult period. I also want to thank those staff persons who worked diligently to clean and sanitize buildings across the university, our security team who continue to monitor our campus to ensure that it is safe, and all the auxiliary service personnel who worked to help us make the changes required during these difficult times. Please know that as we move forward, the health and safety of our students and all members of the CAU community will continue to be our highest priority!

To the 2020 graduates, please know that you will have a commencement ceremony when COVID – 19 is no longer a threat and it is safe to do so. At that time, we will celebrate your many accomplishments with you and your families. Meanwhile, today’s salute is to let you know that you are in the thoughts of your CAU family!

Best wishes,

Dorcas Bowles
Dorcas D. Bowles, Ed.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
May 18, 2020

Dear CAU 2020 Graduates,

Congratulations on behalf of the Office of the University Registrar!

Today is the day that your vision of graduation has come to fruition!

“We hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known.”

~Author Unknown

You have faced many challenges; however, you are still standing! You are the future of this great nation and world. We will look for you to become the leaders of tomorrow. You will be the doctors, the economists, lawyers, judges, professors, research scientist, or whatever you choose to become. We simply ask you to work hard to accomplish your professional goals.

You have the ability to beat the unbeatable and reach the unreachable. But before you can do any of this, you must believe in yourself and move to the next level with a clearer vision. Know that you will be even greater than the greatest.

Best wishes as you pursue your professional goals!

Sincerely,

Susan W. Gibson
University Registrar
Clark College '77 - Clark Atlanta University '00
(404) 880-8097
May 18, 2020

Dear 2020 Graduates,

On behalf of myself and the School of Arts and Sciences, I’d like to congratulate each and every one of you on your great accomplishment! I have no doubt that you will continue to serve as worthy ambassadors for CAU by building upon our reputation for excellence.

As you embark upon and progress through your careers, I want you to remember three key things: that you matter, that you recognize your greatness, and that the only person you should compete with is yourself. I also urge you to always remember why you chose your respective fields and the sacrifices that you endured in order to make it happen: to serve our communities, improve the quality of life, and strive for social justice and equity with compassion, honesty and integrity.

I would also like to give special thanks to the parents, spouses, children and friends of our graduates for their patience, understanding, sacrifices and support - both moral and financial - during these challenging, but rewarding, years at the college.

In the coming years, I would ask that you not forget CAU, former professors, and fellow and future Panthers. As the newest members of the CAU Alumni, I encourage you to not only give back to your alma mater by supporting university activities, programs and scholarships, but also by keeping us updated on the many achievements you will experience in your careers and personal lives. We will always take great pride in your achievements.

CONGRATULATIONS!!! You have made it!!

Sincerely,

Jaideep Chaudhary
Jaideep Chaudhary, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
May 18, 2020

Dear Graduates:

On behalf of Clark Atlanta University (CAU) School of Business Administration faculty and staff, it is my pleasure to congratulate you upon your graduation from CAU – One Exceptional University. We in the B-School are extremely proud to have been a part of your educational journey and enthusiastically applaud you as you continue to pursue your dreams and begin a new chapter in your lives.

Despite a global pandemic and the challenges that followed, which hit our country, our city, our beloved campus, and maybe even your families…you made it; you are here; well done.

You now join the ranks of thousands of CAU alumni throughout the world, a designation that comes with much pride and awesome responsibility. Never forget the experiences and faculty, staff, family, and friends who inspired you to persevere to reach for your goals. As you reflect on the journey – your accomplishments and challenges here at the university and the B-School – continue to pursue and achieve greatness, measured most by the lives you enrich along the way.

Evidenced by your significant accomplishments here in Wright-Young Hall, across campus and most recently, virtually: you can do anything you set your mind to. I challenge you to take full advantage of the opportunities that await you; commit to making a difference in the world. I look forward to staying in touch – both through the B-School and CAU Alumni Association, Inc. – and hearing about your successes in industry, government, academia, community service, and beyond.

Again, many congratulations! We admire your tenacity and academic achievements, and wish you the best in the days and years ahead. Please find a safe way to cherish and celebrate this moment. Thank you for choosing to call the CAU School of Business Administration home during your academic career.

Sincerely,

Silvanus J. Udoka

Silvanus J. Udoka, Ph.D., LSME
Dean, School of Business Administration
Dear Graduates,

You each entered the university feeling a mixture of pride, uncertainty, excitement, and curiosity. Each of you have unique backgrounds, opportunities and successes. You have accomplished your goal(s) and the School of Education faculty and staff are so very proud of each of you!

My charge to each School of Education graduate is very simple. I urge you to complete and maintain six simple tasks.

1) Your first order of business as a life-long learner and leader is to take responsibility for your own zone of personal, intellectual, professional and spiritual development.

2) Assemble a support team of mentors and guides. Mentors and trusted guides are instrumental for personal and professional growth and development.

3) Do not forget your ancestry and history. Our mothers, fathers, grandparents, and ancestors paid a tremendous price for your ability to have the opportunity to seek an education and all of the opportunities that await you. Never forget who you are and your rich ancestry!

4) Never forget to say thank you to those that have helped you. Whether it was the professor that provided that opportunity for you to earn that extra credit to boost your grade or the Clark Atlanta University staff member that expedited your registration or refund check or the custodian that kept you dormitory clean, everyone along your CAU journey matters. Take a moment to say thank you to that family member or friends that provided support, financial resources, encouragement and prayer.

5) Live your dream. Build your dream. Dream building involves:
   - Pinpointing your desires
   - Setting goals for yourself
   - Planning out your dream life
   - Stepping out of your comfort zone
   - Conquering your fears and not living in fear of failure
   - And most importantly, Don’t worry about what other people think…live your dream!

6) Lastly, but most importantly, do not forget to pray. Prayer changes all things.

Graduates, thank you for selecting the School of Education for your educational journey! Thank you for your openness to what we have offered, for what you have contributed to one another and for your individual and collective contributions to the School of Education and Clark Atlanta University. You each have so much to offer to the world. Thank you and congratulations!

Sincerely,

J. Fidel Turner, Jr.

J. Fidel Turner, Jr., Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education
Clark Atlanta University
Hello Class of 2020,

It is my pleasure to bring greetings on behalf of the WMYJSSW! I am so proud of you for staying the course and completing the task. Along this journey I am sure there were times when you felt like giving up and throwing in the towel; but you didn’t and that’s what counts here today.

Staying the course does not mean that you fixed everything that came your way. "The truth is; no one can fix everything.” But, what you did was you made a decision to show up, to hang tough, and to do your best. You see, life is about decisions, the here and now. As you move outside of this space, I challenge you to make a decision to use your life in service; you will be in service to life. You will speak up. You will show up. You will stand up. You will sit in.

You will volunteer. You will vote. You will shout out. You will help. You will lend a hand. You will offer your talent and your kindness however you can, and you will radically transform whatever moment you’re in – which leads to bigger moments. You have no idea what your legacy will be.

In closing, I leave you with one of my favorite quotes by Nikki Giovanni:

“I really don’t think life is about the I-could-have-beens. Life is only about the I-tried-to-do. I don’t mind the failure but I can’t imagine that I’d forgive myself if I didn’t try”.

Congratulations Class of 2020!!!!!

Jenny Jones

Jenny Jones, Ph.D.
Dean, Whitney M. Young
School of Social Work
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

The list of candidates and honors is tentative, only. The University reserves the right to withdraw or add names.

BIOLOGY

Maxine Harlemon
B.S., Georgia State University, 1990
M.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2011
Dissertation: Prostate Cancer and Genetics in Men of African Descent

Dissertation Advisor: Nathan J. Bowen, Ph.D.

CHEMISTRY

* Ali Omar Alqarni
  B.S., King Saud University, 2007
  M.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2015
  Dissertation: Solubility Ratios, Encapsulation Efficiency, and Size of Beta-sitosterol Loaded Poly(Lactide)-Block-Poly (Ethylene glycol) Polymeric Micelles

Dissertation Advisor: Ishrat Khan, Ph.D.

Sade Rhodes Brown
B.S., Winston-Salem State University, 2011
M.S., North Carolina Central University, 2013
Dissertation: Preparation and Characterization of Nanocomposites, Incorporating Cellulose Nanomaterials in Polymer Systems

Dissertation Advisor: Eric Mintz, Ph.D.

* Dalia A. Daggag
  B.S., King Abdulaziz University, 2006
  M.S., Barry University, 2012
  Dissertation: Computational Study on Binding of Naturally Occurring Aromatic and Cyclic Amino Acids with Graphene

Dissertation Advisor: Dinadayalane Tandabany, Ph.D.

Saki T. Golafale
B.S., University of Liberia, 2010
Dissertation: Synthesis of Anthracene and Stilbene-Containing Metalorganic Frameworks and Their Behavior in Fluorescence Based Detection of Nitroaromatic Compounds and Adsorption of Carbon Dioxide, Respectively

Dissertation Advisor: Conrad Ingram, Ph.D.

Frank Osazuwa Ikponmwen
B.S., University of Buffalo, 2011
Dissertation: Preparation of Magnesium-Aluminum Layered Double Hydroxides (MgAl-LDH) and Determination of the Quantum Efficiency of CsSb Photocathode on Different Substrates

Dissertation Advisor: Barbara Hill, Ed.D.
William L. Simmons Jr.
B.S., Tougaloo College, 2012
Dissertation: Processing and Characterization of Poly(lactic) Acid Nanocomposites Prepared by High Torque Melt Mixing and Extrusion
Dissertation Advisor: Eric Mintz, Ph.D.

Varbah H. Sorsor
B.S., University of Liberia, 2009
Dissertation: Reinforcing Maleic Anhydride Modified Poly (lactic Acid) with Cellulose Nanofillers Produced by H2So4 Hydrolysis, Tempo, and AVAP®Processes: A Promising Class of Green Polymer Nanocomposites
Dissertation Advisor: Eric Mintz, Ph.D.

HUMANITIES

Natosha Briscoe
B.S., DePaul University, 2005
M.A., DePaul University, 2009
Dissertation: The Struggle for Survival in the 19th and 20th Century African American Women’s Autobiography Black Women’s Narrative of Self-Made Confinement and Self-Selected Exile
Dissertation Advisor: Charmayne Patterson, Ph.D.

Thayer Johnetta Dortch
B.A., Talladega College, 2010
M.A., Marymount University, 2012
Dissertation: African Americanism in Film: A Study of the Evolution of Black Stereotypes from Literature to Film
Dissertation Advisor: Timothy Askew, Ph.D.

Yusef Garrett King
B.A., Georgia State University, 2000
M.ED., Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, 2004
Dissertation: How African-American Fiction Writers Used Elements of American Romanticism to Evoke Social Change from 1852 to 1859
Dissertation Advisor: Alma Vinyard, Ed.D.

Burdette D. Lowe
M.Div., Interdenominational Theological Center, 2010
MACE., Interdenominational Theological Center, 2012
Dissertation: Pharaoh Let My People Go, Christianity is AIR!!! A Black Church History Account Grounded in Truth Rather Than Tradition, of African Americans’ Evolution into Western Christianity and its Influence on Christian Education and Black Identity (Genesis 15: 12-14)
Dissertation Advisor: Thomas Scott, Ph.D.

Larry Leroy Wallace Miles
M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2009
Dissertation: A Catholic Review of the Moor’s Marginalization in Africana Studies
Dissertation Advisor: Alma Vinyard, Ed.D.
Larry Leroy Wallace Miles  
M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2009  
**Dissertation:** A Catholic Review of the Moor’s Marginalization in Africana Studies

**Dissertation Advisor:** Alma Vinyard, Ed.D.

*Ebony L. Perro  
B.A., University of Louisiana at Lafayette  
M.A., University of Louisiana at Lafayette  
**Dissertation:** Coming of (R) age: Constructing Couternarratives of Black Girlhood from the Angry Decade to The Age of Rage

**Dissertation Advisor:** Stephanie Sears, Ph.D.

Joyce White  
B.A., Florida State University, 1997  
M.A., Florida University, 2002  
**Dissertation:** All Roads Lead Home: Crossroads as Ritual in the Select Works of Edwidge Danticat

**Dissertation Advisor:** Daniel Black, Ph.D.

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Tayler J. Mathews  
B.A., Augustana College, 2011 M.A.,  
Clark Atlanta University, 2013  
**Dissertation:** Black Queer Feminism and the Politics of Knowledge

**Dissertation Advisor:** William Boone, Ph.D.

*Eslam Moustafa Elsayed Omar  
B.A., Zagazig University, 2003  
MPA., Kentucky State University, 2008  
**Dissertation:** An Analysis of the Strategic Balance between China's Regional Hegemony and the United States' Influence in the South China Sea: 1974-2016

**Dissertation Advisor:** Kurt Young, Ph.D.

Laila Scaife-Johnson  
B.S., Howard University, 1996  
M.S., Johns Hopkins University, 2000  
**Dissertation:** The Absence of Inclusion and Protection in Dickson, Tennessee: An Environmental Racism Case Study

**Dissertation Advisor:** William Boone, Ph.D.

Noel Henri Whelchel  
B.S., Morehouse College, 1989  
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1990  
M.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2014  
**Dissertation:** Axiological Foundations of Pan-Afrikan Governance

**Dissertation Advisor:** Kurt Young, Ph.D.
*Michelle Renee Meggs
B.A., Johnson C. Smith University,
1993 M.DIV., Wake Forest University,
2003
Dissertation: "Oh She Ratchet": An Examination of Tyler Perry's Madea and Christianee Porter's Miss Shirleen Characters as Agents of Black Women's Liberation

Dissertation Advisor: Stephanie Y. Evans,

Ph.D. Gayle K. Watts
B.A., Cleveland State University, 1975
M.A., Antioch University, 2002
Dissertation: Five Black Woman Who Started and Completed Their Doctorate of Humanities at Clark Atlanta University While in Midlife: An Afrocentric Paradigm of Success

Dissertation Advisor: Stephanie Sears, Ph.D.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Marcus Dwayne Bolton
B.S., Kennesaw State University, 2009
M.A., Central Michigan University,
2011
Dissertation: External Factors That Influence Academic Performance and Self-Actualization of Recent LGBTQ High School Graduates

Dissertation Advisor: Barbara Hill,

Ed.D. Jeanine L Castro
B.A., State University of New York at Albany, 2001
M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2013
Dissertation: African Americanism in Film: A Study of the Evolution of Black Stereotypes from Literature to Film

Dissertation Advisor: Timothy Askew,

Ph.D. Desiree I. Glover
B.A., Stonybrook University, 2004
M.A., Central Michigan University, 2008
Dissertation: Restorative Practices Implementation: The Experiences, Beliefs, and Perceptions of Staff at an Urban Charter High School

Dissertation Advisor: Barbara Hill, Ed.D.

Sharandrus Glover
B.S., Bowie State University, 2010
M.A., Bowie State University, 2014
Dissertation: An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Operation King Mentoring Program: A Focus on African-American Males and Their Mentors Located in the Southeastern Region of the United States

Dissertation Advisor: Barbara Hill, Ed.D.
Pamela Rachel Herrera
  B.A., New York University, 2002
  M.A., Central Michigan University, 2008
  Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University, 2013
  **Dissertation:** American Teachers Returning from Abroad: A Case Study of Select Teachers Who Left to Teach Internationally and Returned to Teach in American Classrooms

**Dissertation Advisor:** Barbara Hill, Ed.D.

*Reham Noaman
  B.S., University of Science and Technology, Yemen, 2007
  M.A., Strayer University, 2014
  **Dissertation:** A Comparative Study on the Impact of Critical Thinking and Rote Memorization on End-of-Science Test Scores of Fifth Grade Students in Science in Egypt: Implications for Educational Leaders

**Dissertation Advisor:** Barbara Hill, Ed.D.

Frank Ortega
  B.S., The State University of New York College @ Cortland, 1994
  M.S., The State University of New York College @ Cortland, 1995
  **Dissertation:** The Correlation Between Differentiating Teacher Behaviors on the Academic Performance in Mathematics with a Focus on Social-Emotional Learning Strategies

**Dissertation Advisor:** Barbara Hill, Ed.D.

*Shamekia Wade
  B.S., Kennesaw State University, 2007
  MAT., Clark Atlanta University, 2014
  **Dissertation:** Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Implication on Learning Proficiency and Student Engagement: A Case Study of Teacher and Educational Leader Perceptions

**Dissertation Advisor:** Barbara Hill, Ed.D.

*Angela Sharee Wilson
  B.A., Shaw University, 2011
  MA., South Carolina State University, 2015
  **Dissertation:** A Comparison of Novice Teacher Perceptions of Teacher Certification Policies

**Dissertation Advisor:** Barbara Hill, Ed.D.
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION/EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

*Hessah Abdullah Alhumeyid
  B.A., King Saudi University, 2010
  M.Ed., Middle Tennessee State University, 2014
  Dissertation: Challenges Experienced by Students with Disabilities in Saudi Universities

Dissertation Advisor: Daniel Teodorescu, Ph.D.

Cameisha D. Clark
  B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2011
  MSW., Clark Atlanta University, 2013
  Dissertation: A Case Study of Gender Differences in the Use and Effectiveness of Adaptive Learning in Gateway Mathematics Courses at a Private HBCU in the Southeastern United States

Dissertation Advisor: Daniel Teodorescu, Ph.D.

Gerald Lavette Gersham Jr.
  B.S., Eastern Michigan University
  M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2015
  Dissertation: The Perceptions of Faculty and Student Affairs Practitioners on the Challenges for Internationalization at a Historically Black University in the Southeastern United States

Dissertation Advisor: Sheila Gregory, Ph.D.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

*Dacia D. Davis
  B.S., Bowie State University, 2004
  MSW., University of Georgia, 2010
  Dissertation: A Study of Factors That Influence Interest in Geriatric Social Work Among Master of Social Work Students in Metropolitan Atlanta

Dissertation Advisor: Darrin Wright, Ph.D.

*Evelyn Maxine Flood Hines
  B.S., Georgia State University, 1994
  BSW., Georgia State University, 2012
  M.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2013

Dissertation Advisor: Shonda Lawrence, Ph.D.
*Vickey Herndon-Hale
  B.S., Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical University, 1987
  MSW., Clark Atlanta University, 2000
  **Dissertation:** A Study of Select Factors Regarding the Preparedness of Youth Exiting the Foster Care System

**Dissertation Advisor:** Jenny Jones, Ph.D.

*Kenisha Monique Thomas
  B.S. South Carolina State University, 1999
  MSW., Florida State University, 2000
  **Dissertation:** A Study of Contributing Factors Associated with Postsecondary Readiness among Youth Residing in Georgia's Foster Care Independent Living Programs

**Dissertation Advisor:** Gerry L. White, Ph.D.

---

**SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**
**MASTER OF ART**
**AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES**

Briana T. Hamilton
  B.A., Benedictine University
  **Thesis:** She Got (Inter) Net: Black Women Athletes, Social Media, and Social Constructions

**Thesis Advisor:** Eric Duke, Ph.D.

Ashante Johnson
  B.A., University of North Florida, 2014

Joseph Stewart
  B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2002
  **Thesis:** Body Talk: African Rhythmic Language Through Body Percussion

**Thesis Advisor:** Daniel Black, Ph.D.

Craig P. Thompson
  B.S., Herzing University, 2015
  MBA., Herzing University, 2015
  **Thesis:** Examining the Potential Efficacy of an Independent African-Centered School in Atlanta

**Thesis Advisor:** Eric Duke, Ph.D.

---

**AFRICANA WOMEN STUDIES**

Alicen Kristine Brown
  B.A., Salem college, 2014

*Phileshe Colquitt
  B.A., Georgia State University, 2016

Marcelle Erin Vielot
  B.A., East Carolina University, 2012

*Kimbra Ané Young
  B.S., University of North Texas
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

Rashelle Briyanna Noncent  
B.A., University of Massachusetts of Dartmouth, 2018

Marquevious Terelle Norman  
B.S., Georgia Southern University, 2017

Alexandria Carrie Rivera  
B.A., Dillard University, 2018

Abram L. Walker  
B.S., Mercer University, 2012

Mikalia Lashay Wallace  
B.A., Paine College, 2018

Dian Welch  
B.A., John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 2018

POLITICAL SCIENCE

*Bobby Rice-Bey  
B.A., North Carolina Central University, 2011  
Thesis: Legislative Cohesion, The Georgia, Legislative Black Caucus, And The Second Constituency: A Case Study

Thesis Advisor: Teri F. Platt, Ph.D.

SOCIOLOGY

Imani Watson  
B.A., Grand Valley State University, 2017

MASTERS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Yakuba K. Adderley  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

Monica E. Annoh  
B.S., Weber State University, 2017

Carla Brown  
B.S., University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 2014

John Edward Campbell, III  
B.A., Morehouse College, 2011

Cairo G. Cumberlander  
B.A., Savannah State University, 2017

Justin Dequan Daniels  
B.A., The Fort Valley State University, 2018

*Adetokunbo Omotayo Erinle  
B.S., Morehouse College, 2013

Brandon Ramon Harris  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2010

Alexis M. Monteiro  
B.S., Coppin State University, 2018
Cameron D. Rivers  
B.G.S., University of Missouri – Columbia, 2017

Damira Capri Shields  
B.A., Albany State University, 2018

Jakira Smith  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University

Lauren L. Taylor  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

Harold David Terrell  
B.A., Morehouse College, 2018

MASTER OF SCIENCE  
CHEMISTRY

*Ziad Ali Alsudairy  
B.S., Qassim, 2013  
Thesis: Identification of Major Organic Constituents of Saffron Isolated by Solid Phase Extraction and Column Chromatography  
Thesis Advisor: Ingram Conrad, Ph.D.

*Sultan Abdullah Alsahli  
B.S., Al-Jouf University, 2012  
Thesis: The Uptake of Metal Ions by NaOH-Treated Phema  
Thesis Advisor: Xiu R. Bu, Ph.D.

*Mulouk Alsalmi  
B.S., King Abdul Aziz University, 2011  
Thesis: A Synthetic Development of Imidazo [1,5-a] Pyridine to Salts by Nucleophilic Substitution  
Thesis Advisor: Xiu R. Bu, Ph.D.

*Mashael Abdullah Alsaqer  
B.S., University of Dammam, 2013  
Thesis Advisor: Issifu I. Harruna, Ph.D.

*Shaker Abdulrahman B. Hawsawi  
B.S., UMM-Alqura University, 2013  
Thesis: Swelling Behavior of Poly (2-Hydroxyethyl Methacrylate) in High Concentration Solutions of Ni(II) and Cu(II) Salts  
Thesis Advisor: Ingram Conrad, Ph.D.

*Aron Tesfamichael  
B.S., Asmara University – Eritrea, 1997  
Thesis: Adsorption and Decomposition of Organophosphorus Compounds on Metal Oxides  
Thesis Advisor: Mark B. Mitchell, Ph.D.
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Taiwo Adelabu
B.S., Allen University, 2018

David Chime
B.S., Allen University, 2018

Eric Mensah Coleman
B.S., Allen University, 2018

Sirneika E. Fraser
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2013

*Damilola Funsho Gbenle
B.S., Landmark University, 2015

Mohamed Kerwat
B.S., Tripoli University, 2013
M.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

*Khalil Hamza Malki
B.S. King Abdulaziz University, 2010
Thesis: Automated Knowledge Extraction from Archival Documents

Thesis Advisor: Roy George, Ph.D.

*Ifeoluwa T. Ojemakinde
B.S., Federal University of Technology, Akure, 2011

Kenneth Ukwu
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

*Jaylen Lamar Williams
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2017

MATHMATICs

*Ciara Boyd
B.S., Tuskegee University, 2015

Vindya N. Dasanayaka
B.S., University of Kelaniya, 2006

*William Sutherland Dula
B.S., Morehouse College, 2017

PHYSICS

Darryl Artique-Jamell Minor
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2015
M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2017

*Ali Ahmadi
B.S., Jazan University, 2012

*Ibtisam Mohammed Alsharari
B.S., Al Juof University, 2010

Sabin Neupane
B.S., Tribhuvan University, 2004
M.S., Tribhuvan University, 2007
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTERS OF ART IN ACCOUNTING

Nicholas Trey Boddie
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2019

Bryan Barton Hamilton
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 1998

Tanvir Mahmud
B.A., Daffodil International University, 2012

MASTERS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

*Gabrielle Shanel Barriffe
B.B.A., University of Texas at San Antonio

Ronald Lloyd Braithwaite II
B.B.A., University of Miami, 2017

Ecajma Esha-Val Davis
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2017

*Bianca A. Egalité
B.A., Hofstra University, 2014

Gloria Nella Fils-Aime
B.A., Framingham State University, 2014

Valencia Danielle Goff
B.B.A, Clayton State University, 2017

Le'Nora C. Gray
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

Kurt Demon Hale
B.S., Troy University, 2016

*Ryan Alexander Jemison
B.A., Georgia State University, 2011

Miles David Johnson
B.A., Mercer University, 2015

Maria Elizabeth Jones
B.S., Methodist University, 2016
Jessica V. Kelley  
B.S., South Carolina State University, 2015

Chadrick Andris Knight  
B.A., University of Mississippi, 2017

Cedeon C. J. Langguth  
B.S., Cedeon C. J. Langguth, 2018

Johnny Lee Sharp III  
B.S., Lane College, 2018

Joshua Summey  
B.S., Troy University, 2017

Jamil Raheem Tucker  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2015

Kyia Bernice Young  
B.A., University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 2018
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
MASTERS OF ARTS
CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

*Undre Cordell Allen  
  B.S., Alabama State University, 2016

*Ifeanyichukwu Ugochukwu Anikpe  
  B.S., Georgia Southern University, 2016

*Keneshia Brown  
  B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2016

*Kacie Rebe Denteleegrand  
  B.S., Miles College, 2017

Deondra La-Shay McCullough  
  B.S., Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, 2016

Isha T. Pierce  
  B.A., Clayton State University, 2017

*Tyra Tate  
  B.S., Alabama University, 2017

Lauren Williams  
  B.A., Auburn University, 2017

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

*Alexis Nicole Astrop  
  B.A., Bethune-Cookman University, 2015

Rotesha L. Harris  
  B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 1999

*James Jackson  
  B.S., Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1999

*Brian Arthur King II  
  B.S., Tuskegee University, 2011

Marquis Alexander Lester  
  B.A., Bethune-Cookman University, 2018

*Nyjua Danette Julia Mallett  
  B.S., Central Michigan University, 2017
SCHOOL COUNSELING

Ashwag Alrzge
B.A., Um Al Qurau University, 2013

*Ahmed Alhumaidi Alshammari
B.A., University of Hail, 2010

*Sakari Alexia Balam
B.S., Florida A & M. University, 2005

*Abdullah Balubaid
B.A., Um Al Qura University, 2002

*Keiandra S. Clayton
B.S., Tuskegee University, 2015

*Christian Hardy
B.S., Albany State University, 2013

*Tiera BreShawn Johnson
B.A., Edward Waters College, 2015

*Che’vaniece Janae Marshall
B.S., Washington State University, 2015

Morgan Denise McKinnon
B.S., Loyola University of New Orleans, 2016

Sierra J. Oden
B.A., Miles College, 2016

Shanasia Da'Nielle Victrum
B.A., Strayer University, 2017

MASTERS OF ARTS IN TEACHING

Amber Shaunell Williams
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2011
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK  
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Levesa Ashe  
B.A., Savannah State University, 2019

Amber Monique Barnes  
B.S., University of West Georgia, 2015

Shaniqua Barron  
B.S., Middle Georgia State University, 2016

Allessia Billingslea  
B.A., Savannah State University, 1999

Nia L. Bowser  
B.S., North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, 2015

Brianna Tynell Burton  
B.S., Johnson and Wales University, 2017

Shaniqua Monique Burton  
B.S., Spelman College, 2015

Brittany D. Cobb  
BSW., Shaw University, 2018

Evelyn Collazo  
BSW., Georgia State University, 2019

Antonay Nykeria Davis  
B.S., Florida State University, 2010

Sharon P. Dodson  
B.A., Argosy University, 2015

Lanee’ Diamond Easley  
B.S., University of West Georgia, 2014

Tiara B. Edwards  
B.S., Stevenson University, 2017

Ja’Quan M. Fogg  
B.S., North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, 2019

Ashley Shante Fuller  
B.S., Miles College, 2016

Shamari Grant  
B.A., Kennesaw State University, 2017

Amber Nicole Griffin  
BSW., Savannah State University, 2019

Timothy D. Griffin Jr.  
BSW., Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, 2019

Kiandra Guilford  
B.A., Paine College, 2017
Warren M. Hawkins III  
B.S., Clark Atlanta University, 2019

Andre Desmond-Jamar Johnson  
B.S., University of Texas at Arlington, 2018

Chante’l Johnson  
B.A., Wilberforce University, 2015

Jazmine Denise Johnson  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2017

Bobby Q. King  
BSW., Clark Atlanta University, 2019

Charvette King  
B.S., Florida Memorial University, 2016

*Teric L. Lawrence  
B.A., University of West Georgia, 2013

Myshia Renae Lessier  
B.A., California State University Dominguez Hills, 2011

*Shakeita Lively  
BSW., Benedict College, 2016

Kyra Rakel Matthews  
B.S., Savannah State University, 2019

Aliya McCants  
B.A., Bowie State University, 2019

Osharae Meaders  
B.S., North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, 2019

Lauren A. Montgomery  
BSW., Georgia State University, 2019

Tasia Zanay Montgomery  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2017

*Cora R. Moon  
B.S., Clayton State University, 2016

Terrish Mariah Owens  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

Tiara D. Owens  
B.A., Norfolk State University, 2014  
M.S., Liberty University, 2015

Porsche Prowell  
B.S., Valdosta State University, 2014
Jamiliah Kishona Aja Robinson  
B.S., Howard University, 2018

Terence L. Sampson  
B.A., California State University, 2013

Taylor Breona Shine  
B.S., University of South Carolina Upstate, 2018

Maya Nichelle Shy  
B.S., Georgia State University, 2019

Felecia Yvette Sirmans  
B.S., Benedict College, 2014

Tejah Stanley  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2018

Deja Trammell  
B.S., Alabama State University, 2018

Jasmine Imani Walker  
B.S., Clayton State University, 2016

Brandon Watkins II  
BSW., Alabama State University, 2018

Charlisa Watson  
B.S., Georgia State University, 2019

Keisha Jan’is Williams  
B.A., Mercer University, 2014

Taylor Wilson  
BSW., North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, 2019
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
The list of candidates and honors is tentative, only. The University reserves the right to withdraw or add names.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS

ART

ADVERTISING DESIGN

Faith Ameer
Carnica Durham

Justin Foster
Shelia Janise Harden

Amesha Johnae Reed

General Studio

Jete’ Hayes
Paige Y. Oliver

Jaylon Harold Rhodes
Cailla Renee Williams

London Young-Winters
Kemondre’ Brown

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Quinsavia Abrams
Princess Ajibade
Faisal H. Alntifat
Aaliyah Symone Bowen
Imari V. Bryant
Darius-Malik Clark
Wanasia N. Cohen
Ayanna Cook
Chazz Deleon Cooper
Terria Davis
Ariana Drye
Aaron Mackenzie Ellis
Isiah Evans
Bria A. Fisher
Raneisha B. Forest
Staisha Foster-Jarvis
Jasmine A. Garrett
Briante Central Glover
NyReh Goods
Antanisha Green

Laurisa Jaime Guillaume
Erica Janae Hale
Sydney Hall
Derionna Hodges
Elise Nailah Holloway
Khyber Aimer Jackson
Tamia Monee’ Johnson
Sahab T. Kadu
Rakesha Kelley
Jamaa A. Kelly, Jr.
Tatianna M. Kelly
Deajia T. Kershaw
Monecia Knight
Greggory Lester II
LaDonn Manuel-Wallace
Jordan McCoy-Traylor
Lashawnda McCullough
Asia LeVon McGauley
Danyelle S. McMillan
Reyana Miller

Nailah-Mawusi Mitchell
Jada Mooney
Breonah Cathleen Moore
Akira D. Morris
Raheem J. Moton
Kaiya Nelson
Aleeyah S. Nichols
Taijanique Orr-Dickerson
Lourdes J. Rodriguez
Jaylen Matthew Simpkins
Micah Smith
Paige A. Solomon
Amani Southerland
Jamell E. Thomas, Jr.
Quiavious Wainwright
Shuntoria A. Wallace
Caitlyn Williams
Deborah Williams
Adriana L. Wright
Johnae' Jocelyn Yancy
ENGLISH

Raven Anderson
Bryanna Copeland
Kayla Frazier
Obadiah Fuller

Jacia Nikol Keena Gibson
Nathan Lang
Alexis Roggerson
Elijah Sharrieff

Racquel Sims
Justin Wade
Mariah Willis

FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING

FASHION DESIGN

KaTara Lorraine Burks
Ashley A. Celestine
Alexis Chavarykha Foster

Talani Grier
Breana Hall
Monique Johnson

Adaja McWhite
Yaraimis Padron
Sharonda A. Richardson

FASHION MERCHANDISING

Elizabeth Akinlosotu
Briana Louise Artis
Taylor Boykin
Asia Brown
Tamia Brown
Willie Archie Brown, III
Jimmy Bullard
Natalee Caldwell
Char'nae Davis
Deliyah Flagg
Sydney Geary
D'Andre Shamar Graham

Talani Nakia Grier
Shabre' G'ona Handy
Gatonia S. Hayward
Deonte Holton
Janaya Hunt
Takiya Jarnagin
Abrianna Johnson
Joi A. Johnson
Aleyah N. Joseph
Brooklynn Jenee Kyles
Anthony B. Lemons
Abrianna Macon

Elissa De'Andrea Menefee
Larrisa Lache' Murphy
Nkechinyere Nwachukwu
Domonique Phillips
Christal Remy
Jairus Robertson
Tilaya Rozier
Celine Sonya Scarlett
Zhane J. Smith
Zorri Hazel Tate
Lauryn Tillis
Raven White

HISTORY

Colin Bell
Briana Lashon Levi
MASS MEDIA ARTS

JOURNALISM

Corinne Elizabeth Coleman
Alexis Grace Desja Tionna Hickman
Daija Lewis Maia Elóyce Morgan Natyana Robertson
Danazia Mary Ruth Tanasia Walker Almiya Le'Ashlei White

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Daysia Adams Nicholas Daniel Allen LaJoyous Faith Boose
EdLeea Paige Brewster Chyna Cayson Kila Childs Ariuna Dorsey
Sureya Amâe Edwards Destiny Floyd-McGenuiss Therese Gilmore
Ariana Latreee Jackson Kyra Simone Jackson Aliyah Janae' Johnson Imani Nicole Martin
Rhayanna McNish Destiny Rivero Destinie B. Seide Emauri Aza Watson
Ayannah Aleem Williams

RADIO, TELEVISION AND FILM

Kandis Chanel Adams Jada Chanel Addison Aaliyah Anderson
Riley Alexandra Armant Alexess Rachel Bess Brianna Alia Beville
Rico’sha Lavette Billings Kierra Black Tori Blanks Jocelyn Marie Boone
Brett Bowie Wesley Dale Brantley Qrizjah Broadus-Mobley
Markayla Lee Brooks A’Keya Brown Tanzania Brown
Demetrius Spivey Bush DeJanee Callahan Angel L. Clark
Paul Ralphiel Coleman Jr. Malani Ali Cox Aaron Crawford
Amea’ K. Crawford Fredrick Denham II
Deja Charisse Dorsey Ralston Augustus Earle Jr. Eric Farley
Italy Flagler Shamandra Fortunat Bradley Alexander Gaines
Amari Imani Glover Taylor Lanise Glover Chelsea Yari Goldston
Destiny Floyd-McGenuiss Therese Gilmore Mikial Graham
Britanie Grant Khadijah Grier Makai Gumbs-Riley
Autumn Hackett Mikaela Haley Dana E. Hammock
Brittney Hayes Tre Lamar Hazelwood Arion E. Hewitt
Mariah Hill Marlon Jackson Savon Markel James
Paige Tailyn Johnson Shekayla Janelle Jones Destiny Joseph-Steele
Kia N. Jones Kia N. Kashi Tajala Kelly
Christal Michelle King Nia Lackland Jazmin Lee Lewis
Aliscia Janay Littlejohn LeVaughn Madison
Mercedes Alainah Martin Acacia McBride Taniece McCoy
Kiyawna Denya McKenzie Kailyn McVey Jalinne Mendez
Savannah R. Mills Amari Marie Mixon Kayla Montague
Ashanti Chavon Hadiyah Moore Jaiyen Moore Kentrelle Moore
Music

COMMERCIAL COMPOSITION

Courtney Renee Kirby
Ira Lee Moore, IV

VOCAL STUDIES

Mecca Jenniese James

PHILOSOPHY

Terrell J. Johnson

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Bandar Albalawi
Ahrieal Alexander
Aleemah Njeeedah Ali
Aaliyah Baker
Ali Samir Barqah
Nadia Danita Bradford
Kashell T. Bryant

Tiari Lois Cluke
Honor Durcus Donnie
Bria Andrea' Harris
Elizabeth Marie James
Zaire Loatman
Carlina Gunce Lominy
Jemial Merritt

Imani Samiyah
Muhammad
Aiyani Lynette Marie Scott
Kyla Taylor
Queen J. M. Tervalon
Kristian Whitby
PSYCHOLOGY

SaQuavia R. Abrams
Lysetessa Adelson
Nitika S. Ahmed
Kieaundra Lashae Alexander
Alexis Brianna Bazile
Lei-Lani Lelys Beasley
Jada LeNae Bell
Shanice Renee Blair
T’iara JeNae Bracken
Brittani Michelle Brown
Rashiara T. Brown
Reeaja Brown
Mariah Caldwell
Rhomeikia Chappele
Ahuoma Chukwueke
Crishelle Nicole Cobham
Essence Colon
Destiny Combs
Jessica Nichole Cotto
Shaun R. Darden
Natovia Dunn
Candice V. Etienne
Camille Olivia Fairchild
Crystal Alease Fox
Imonni Fuller
Tierra Noel Gaines
Raven Anela Naje Gilliam
Jada Monique Goggins
LeeAusha Grant
Christian Gabrielle Green
Douglas Maurice Green, Jr.
Excellence Martrise Hinds
Nicole Ardejah Jackson
Breeonna Jae’Lyn James
Brittany Jenkins
Ke’Niya Jakeia Johnson
Jalisa Brittinea Jones
Ronae Jones
Marcellus Aurelius Lewis
Mercedes Mackie
Nombeko Sharana
Marshall
Asiayana McCain
Malaika J. McFarlane
Ni’Guawnya Mclean
Amaria C. Means
Akilah Tiye’ Parker
Jewel Parker
Kianna Ashante Patrice
Erica Phipps-Ferrera
Shadiyyah Rajeed Qawiy
Leah Gabreal Richards
Alisia Rios
Joshua Deon Simpson
Jazmin Marie Smith
Dejanae Monique Spillman
Malika F. Stewart
Imani Stokes
Jalynn Malon Stubbs
Marlisha Syverain
Kala M. Thompson
David Matthew Triche
Bhrea Jah’na Turner
Destiny DeShawn Wade
Lexis Marie Walter
Adja Ma’at Watts
Che Williams

RELIGION

Ashtiné Alyah Besteda

Makala Sheard-Lewis

SOCIOLOGY

Alliah Armour-Jordan
MarQuita Camper
Paris Gaulman
Passion H. Peoples
Jaelyn Elaine Rice
Jasmine Saunders

Kevin Z. Williams

SPEECH COMMUNICATION

Trenese Charlotti Arlenna Gatlin
Moses Wendell Kilpatrick
Jenna A. Lowe
THEATRE ARTS

Gabrielle Ambeau
Danielle LaShawn Byrd
Keith Anderson Day, Jr.
Trejhaun Dueberry
Munachukuabi Kudo
Eresia-Eke

Precious Hicks-Mitchell
Michael N. Jackson III
Jordan Emani Jones
Keara C. Jones
Tikara Jones
Therecia Gabrielle Lang

Jayda Ross
Gregory A. Venzen
Destinee Wardlaw
Tyra Marie Watkins
Chauday DeNiece Wilson
Taylor Renee Wilson

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BIOLOGY

Lauren Abel
Kevin Malik Baez
Brian Baker
Wedyan Balbaid
Daisha R. Ball
Eutaurius Kileah Barry
Rebecca Monet Bebee
Chardonnay N. Bowden
Ashleigh Chevonne
Ayame Carter
Jada Carter
Sadeshia Amari Chandler
Andrea Chaney
Jordan Clark
Ciara N. Collins
Shenell Caprenia Crooks
Angela Nicole Davis
Adoni Ivana Dowridge

Kiara Farrow
Alexis Fletcher
Ar-Ryon Tionte’ Garrison
Reneshia Monique Gaskins
Mikayla Elizabeth George
Amaria Breesha Geter
Chase Gray-Still
Symetria K. Guidry
Arianna Christina Hagins
Tajuanaw Henderson
Kennedy E. Houston
Nya Marie Hughes
Tatiana C. Hughes
Pearl Humphrey
Alexia Patrice Joseph
Iyani Zaire Kelly
Joshua Lamont King
Tameka Dianna Lawrence

Kaitlyn Nikisha Marsh
Oluwaseunfunmi Martins
Briana LaShaun Matthews
Jada Nicole McCall
Kayla N. McClain
Keyvona Moultrie
Reynelle Florence Nichols
Chelsea Yanick Odom
Arianna Ogbor
Kennedy Whitney Petty
Devyn Janell Pirtle
Tizhannaa Z. Sampson
Ceveta Emelda Sieh
Dominique F. Sleweon
Chyna Smith
Zaire Smith
Felicia White
Kellie Michelle Whitfield
BIOLOGY PUBLIC HEALTH

Vanika M. Hunter
Samiat Aduke Mogaji

CHEMISTRY
Dinushka Herath
Amina Nia Lee

Ahnyah B. Phillips
Ravyn S. Robinson

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Mohammed A. Abahussain
Hussam Eid Alahmadi
Mnssor Alanazi
Mubarak Saad Alaql Ali
Rshed Alhouty

Hannah Allen Mohammed
G. Almutairi Salman
Almutairi
Fahad Alowais
Hamad Alrumdhi
Tyie Jimmese Makeda Stamers

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rashed M. Alrashdi
Bassam Adel Banawi
Michael Banks

Jessica F. Jones Antonio
James Mallard Tamara
Tyshone Myles

Calandra La'Quita Small
Brandon Wiggs
Justin Tynes Williams

MATHMATICS
Keen Hunt Abdulrahman
Alsaigh Nicholas Trey
Boddie Malon Ashton
Bryant Nyah Carter
Br'Shawn Watson Davis

Ashley Nicole Elmore Jamie
Jermaine Forrester Ayrton B.
Gijsbertha Drakar Jerry
Sherianna Johnson
Ayriel King

David T. King Serita
Nycole McCrary
Tamira Momon
Tyjeona Morton
Anthony J. Nettles
Tabrea Scales

PSYCHOLOGY
Asia I. Hill
Kobi Martin

Alani Joseph
Dai'Trevian Murray
Kyra Wilson

Danielle Long
Korea Mone't Steger
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF ARTS

ACCOUNTING

Keen Hunt
Abdulrahman Alsaigh
Nicholas Trey Boddie
Malon Ashton Bryant
Nyah Carter
Br'Shawn Watson Davis
Ashley Nicole Elmore
Jamie Jermaine Forrester
Ayrton B. Gijsbertha
Drakar Jerry
Sherianna Johnson
Ayriel King
David T. King
Serita Nycole McCravy
Tamira Momon
Tyjeona Morton
Anthony J. Nettles
Tabrea Scales

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

FINANCE

Siraj Ibrahim Ageel
Ameen Ahmad Ali Alghamdi
Ali Rashed Allabkhan
Hadi Alnajrani
Yasir Barrak Alothman
Nyla N. Atkins
Carli Justine Bell
Brohanna Justice Cordero
William Ja'quan Glenn
Ayuna Kashai Harris
Monticah Kapri Hawkins
Marquicia Shantel Hendrix
Nana Gyasiwaa Jackson
Asjah Vlyric Lowe
Kianna Chantel Morgan
Taylor A. Patton-Williams
Abria Shervell Perry
John A. Potts
Enyia Reid
Wendell Anthony Sancho, Jr.
Ta-Shay Dymond Simmonds
Jael L. Smith
Shannon Robert Smith
Stephanie I. Thomason
Xavier Kirsan Wharwood
Alexus Nicole Williams

FINANCE AND FINANCIAL PLANNING

James Monroe Bailey
Vanessa S. Eusebio
Tajana Reagan Harrell
Andarius Hawkins
Leon Demetri Hollie
Tyler Jones
Dominique C. Scott

MANAGEMENT

Khalid Nasser Alammar
Hassan Amir Albishi
Garett Blake Alexander
Rehab Alharbi
Abdulla Alkhater
Abdullaziz Almohish
Fawaz Alotaibi
Mushari Alsawilem
Mahdi Taqi Alyousef
Supply Chain Management

Larry D. Durham, Jr.  
Ka'Ja Allen-Evans  
Janae' Phe-be Harmon  
La'Skylah Noble  
Margina Ricketts  
Christopher Armani Ross  
Johnathan Sanders  
Tresha Mone't Vick  
Faisl Almasri  
Nave Rickel Bailey  
Jovae' Castle  
Chawna Langworthy  
Dominique TaShaun Long
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Yasmin Da’Chea Brown
Asia Desiree Daniel
Asia Denkins
Taelor Nikole Dorsey

Briana Harris
Kierra Nicole Julian
Ashley Janee’ Kinsey
Emme McMillan

Mahogany Salisbury
Mia Simone Wiggs

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Diana Tolulope Adeniyi
Destiny Myesha Alexander
Mashael A. Aljohani
Joshua Chandler Banks
Taylor Alexandria Brown
Angel Bullock
Ra’anaa Daniels
Ke’Ana Chane’l Darden

Alona Edwards
La’Fiq Aikee Gilmore
Ky’Ara N. Hodge
Delorian Hooper
Rodney Howard
Destiny Hughes-Barnes
Laterria Khrystanti Jones
Cyerra Chauneece Mitchell

Marquan E. Morrison
Brianna Nicole Nave
Robert Norwood
Charles Stafford,
VLakimia Terrell
Breanna Nicole Thomas
Nyari Weatherly
Nyima Shade Williams

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Charles A. Adeniyi
Malik Bentley
Alexis Chanteria Brooklins
Shanice LaShelle Bryant
Jenessa Cook
Taylor Antoinette Davis
Kerolee Kimberly Ellis
Savannah Green

Oretha Loren Jones
Tyla Jones
Brianna Janae’ Kelly
Alyse Latoi Lowery
Taylor K. Martin
Cheyenne Mason
Tanisha Normil
Imani Pressley

China Mone’ Simms
De’Anna Smith
Kandis Thorpe
Courtney Bianca West
Casha Le’ Willis
Chloe Ceres Wright
HONOR SOCIETIES 2020

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY FOR SOCIOLOGY
Alpha of Georgia Chapter
Department of Sociology

Jasmine Saunders

ALPHA PHI SIGMA CRIMINAL JUSTICE HONOR SOCIETY
Iota Zeta Chapter
Department of Criminal Justice

Ariana Drye Akira Morris Jamell Thomas

ALPHA PSI OMEGA THE NATIONAL THEATRE HONOR SOCIETY

Gabrielle Ambeau Michael Jackson Therecia Lang
Danielle Byrd Jordan Jones Jayda Ross
Muna Eresia-Eke Keara Jones Tyra Watkins
Tepanga Fontenot Tikara Jones Destinee Wardlaw

BETA GAMMA SIGMA HONOR SOCIETY
School of Business Administration

Master of Art in Accounting

Nicholas Boddie

Master in Business Administration

Ronald Braithwaite Miles Johnson Chadrick Knight
Valencia Goff Maria Jones Cedeon Langguth

Undergraduates

Ebtism Al Hunaidi Nydira Carr De’Zheana Lattimore
Mohammed Alenezi Br’Shawn Davis Quisa Lee
Rehab Alharbi Ashley Elmore Tyjeona Morton
Abdullaziz Almohish Vanessa Eusebio AnthonyNettles
Maali Alsuwailem Lasweeta Gambrell Abria Perry
Jasmine Atkins Deonna Gray Sally Swift
K’wana Barnes Mykalia Harrison Travis Terry
Carli Bell Brandi Howie Alona Turner
Aaron Brown Keen Hunt Tjireh Turner
Culani Burks David King Candance Wright
HONOR SOCIETIES

Chi Sigma Iota Counseling Academics Professional Honor Society International
School of Education Counselor Education

Tiera Johnson  Morgan McKinnon  Sierra Oden  Shanasia Victrum  Desiree Richardson  Lauren Williams

ISABELLA TAYLOR JENKINS HONORS PROGRAM

Pierre Agudze  Jailan Hadnot  Imani Muhammad
Hannah Allen  Arrianna Hagins  Paris Napue
Kevin Baez  Briana Harris  Ariainna Ogbor
James Bailey  Arion Hewitt  Yaraimis Padrón
Carli Bell  Desja Hickman  Akilah Parker
Jada Bell  Derionna Hodges  Abria Perry
Camron Brank  Crystal Hudson  Sckye Polk
Markayla Brooks  Drakar Jerry  Linda Ransom
Rashiara Brown  Terrell Johnson  Jaylon Rhodes
Shanice Bryant  Keara Jones  Destiny Rivero
George Bullard  Tyla Jones  Talen Roberts
Sekani Burke  Rakesha Kelley  Jayda Ross
Kahedja Burley  Iyani Kelly  Tabrea Scales
Ashleigh Carter  Christal King  Racquel Sims
Kaedja Burley  Nia Lackland  Trenai Singleton
Lyric Crockett  Therecia Lang  Calandra Small
Br'Shawn Davis  Fredrick Little  Nazhier Smith
Terria Davis  Zaire Loatman  Jalyyn Stubbs
Deja Dorsey  Carlina Lominy  Queen Jonafa’ Tervalon
Ariana Drye  Riesen Lovings  Jamell Thomas
Madisyn Dudley  Jenna Lowe SR  Nataya Tindle
Vanessa Eusebio  Nombeko Marshall  David Triche
Bria Fisher  Quentia Martin  Destiny Wade
Deliyah Flagg  Adaja McWhite  Tyra Watkins
Stephanie Frampton  Savannah Mills  Almiya White
Bradley Gaines  Delaina Mims  Justin Williams
Lasweeta Gambrell  Tamira Momon  Maliek Williams
Alia Gillespie  Kentrelle Moore  James Willingham
Douglas Green  Akira Morris  Kyra Wilson
Autumn Hackett  Tyjeona Morton  Honor Donnie
LAMBDA PI ETA NATIONAL COMMUNICATION HONOR SOCIETY  
Theta Tau Chapter  
Division of Communication Arts

Asia Battles*  
Markala L. Brooks  
LaJoyous Boose*  
Corinne Coleman*  
Malani Cox*  
Deja C. Dorsey  
Ahston Edmunds*  
Kayla Grant*  
Paige Johnson  
Savannah Mills*  
Paul Steward*  
Emauri Watson  
James Willingham  
*Provisional

PHI ALPHA NATIONAL SOCIAL WORK HONOR SOCIETY  
Zeta Kappa Chapter  
School of Social Work

Shanice Bryant  
Alyse Lowery  
Imani Pressley

Allessia Billingslea  
Alexis Brookings  
Nia Browser  
Shaniqua Burton  
Tasia Montgomery  
Jasmine Walker

PHI DELTA KAPPA INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Graduate  
Frank Ortega

PHI KAPPA PHI NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Graduate  
Yvette Johnson

Undergraduate

Monica Annoh  
Levesa Ashe  
Carli Bell  
Nia Bowser  
Markayla Brooks  
Jada Carter  
Jeanine Castro  
Camessia Clark  
Corinne Coleman  
Taelor Dorsey  
Douglas Green  
Arrianna Haggins  
Shelia Harden  
Brandon Harris  
Mykalia Harrison  
Desja Hickman  
Marla Hollis  
Destiney Hughes-Barnes  
Keen Hunt  
Jazmine Johnson  
Keara Jones  
Naynette Kennett  
La'Neice Littleton  
Alyse Lowery  
Nombeko Marshal  
Tayler Mathews  
Kyra Mathews  
Tasia Montgomery  
Rhuyanna McNish  
Keyvona Moultrie  
Brianna Nave  
Sierra Oden  
Frank Ortega  
Akilah Parker  
Abria Perry  
Clifford Trimble  
Sharonda Richardson  
Jaylhn Stubbs  
David Triche  
Almyia White  
Jasmine Walker  
Lauren Williams  
James Willingham  
Mariah Willis  
Angela Wilson  
Mysia Wyn- Robinson
PI ALPHA NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Public Affairs and Public Administration Education

Cairo Cumberlander
Brandon Harris
Marla Hollis

Alexis Monteiro
Damira Shields
Lauren Taylor

Harold Terrell

PI GAMMA MU
Public Affairs and Public Administration Education

Yakuba Adderley
Monica Annoh

Carla Brown
John Campbell

Harold Terrell

PI MU EPSILON NATIONAL MATHEMATICS HONOR SOCIETY
Georgia Delta Chapter Department of Mathematical Sciences

Jasmine Brown
Vindya Dasanayaka

William Dula
Victor Green

Ahnyah Phillips

PSI CHI NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Department of Psychology

Raven Gilliam
Alisia Rios
Kyra Wilson
Essence Colon
Natovia Dunn
Crystal Fox

Douglas Green
Danielle Long
Nombekho Marshall
Dai’Trevian Murray
Akilah Parker
Kianna Patrice

Erica Phipps-Ferrera
Leah Richards
Korea Steger
Jalynn Stubbs
Destiny Wade

SIGMA TAU DELTA NATIONAL ENGLISH HONOR SOCIETY
Department of English

Mariah Willis
Elijah Sharrieff
Alexis Grace
**LATIN HONORS**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Ebtisam Ahmed Alahunaidi
Carli Justine Bell
Jada LeNae Bell
Angel Bullock
Ashleigh Chevonne Carter
Arrianna Christina Hagins
Briana Shannon Nashae Harris
Tre Lamar Hazelwood
Jordan Emani Jones
Tyla Jones

Rakesha Kelley
Quisa Lee
Jenna A. Lowe
Alyse Latoi Lowery
Nombeko Sharana Marshall
**Savannah Sharana Marshall**
Brianna Nicole Nave
Akilah Tiye' Parker
Abria Shervell Perry

Jhane' Khalia Reed
Micah Smith
Syntoria Nanette Stevenson
Jalynn Malon Stubbs
Jamell E. Thomas, Jr.
*David Matthew Triche
Tyra Marie Watkins
Almiya Le'Ashlei White
James E. Willingham, Jr.
Mariah Willis

Quinsavia Abrams
Jada Chanel Addison
Diana Tolulope Adeniyi
Elizabeth Akinlosotu
Abdullaziz Almohish
Jasmine Marye Atkins
Brian Baker
Malik Bentley
Alexess Rachel Bess
Tori Blanks
Alexis Chanteria Brooklins
Tanzania Brown
Shanice LaShelle Bryant
Danielle LaShawn Byrd
Nydira Janay Carr
Jada Carter
Ashley A. Celestine
Corinne Elizabeth Coleman
Amea' K. Crawford
Honor Durcus Donnie
Deja Charisse Dorsey
Taelor Nikole Dorsey
Natovia Dunn
Ashley Nicole Elmore
Vanessa S. Eusebio

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Crystal Alease Fox
La'Sweeta Gambrell
Deonna Shantae Gray
Douglas Maurice Green, Jr.
Savannah Green
Autumn Hackett
Mykalia Harrison
Desja Tionna Hickman
Mariah Hill
Delorian Hooper
Brandi Symone Howie
Destiny Hughes-Barnes
Joi A. Johnson
Aleyah N. Joseph
Kierra Nicole Julian
Deajia T. Kershaw
Therecia Gabrielle Lang
De'Zheana Lattimore
Jasmine Liggins
Brian A. Levi
Acacia McBride
Rhayanna McNish
Cyerra Chauncece Mitchell
Jailen Moore
Tyjeona Morton

Keyvona Moultrie
Imani Samiyah Muhammad
Dai'Tревian Mckensie Murray
Anthony J. Nettles
Schuyler Paige Nickleberry
Kianna Ashante Patrice
Passion Ojge' Hutchinson
Peoples
Sckye Polk
Imani Pressley
Taylor J. Prude
Jaylon Harold Rhodes
Leah Gabreal Richards
Nazhier Z. Smith
Kyla Taylor
Queen Jonafa' Mychelle' Tervalon
Alona Turner
Bhrea Jah'na Turner
Destiny DeShawn Wade
Justin Tynes Williams
Kyra Wilson
Adriana L. Wright
Candace Makeda Wright
Chloe Ceres Wright

Valedictorian**

Salutatorian*
CUM LAUDE

SaQuavia R. Abrams
Daysia Adams
Princess Ajibade
Hussam Eid Alahmadi
Bandar Albalawi
Aleemah Najeedah Ali
Ali Rashed Alabkhan
Hannah Allen
Fawaz Alotaibi
Mushari Alsawilem
Gabrielle Ambeau
Faith Ameer
Riley Alexandra Armant
Kevin Malik Baez
Daisha R. Ball
Joshua Chandler Banks
Alexis Brianna Bazile
Rico'sha Lavette Billings
Kierra Black
Nadia Danita Bradford
Brittani Michelle Brown
Jasmine Brown
Kashell T. Bryant
KaTara Lorraine Burks
Chyna Cayson
Andrea Chaney
Jenessa Cook
Lyric Sierra\; Crockett
Brandon C. Dacas
Asia Desireee Daniel
Ke'Ana Chane'l Darden
Diamone Renee Daye
Asia Denkins
Sureya A. Edwards
Munachukuabi Kudo Eresia-Eke
Destiny Grace Floyd-McGenuiss
Alexis Chavarykha Foster

Justin Foster
Tierra Noel Gaines
Raven Anela Naje Gilliam
La'Fiq Aikee Gilmore
Alexis Grace
Aryian Grant
Lee Ausha Grant
Antanisha Green
Victor D. Green Jr.
Khadijah Grier
Makai Gumbs-Riley
Mikaela Haley
Kayla Hart
Arionna Marise Hayes
Gatonia S. Hayward
Mekhi Chavon Henderson
Arion E. Hewitt
Janeub Hickson-Tunkara
Miriah Hilliard
Ky'Ara N. Hodge
Derionna Hodges
Kennedy E. Houston
Crystal M. Hudson
Nayah Nicole Hunt
Ariana Latreece Jackson
Michael N. Jackson III
Elizabeth Marie James
Monique Johnson
Tikara Jones
Tajala Kelly
Tatianna M. Kelly
Brooklynn Jenee Kyles
Nia Lackland
Jazmin Lee Lewis
Zaire Loatman
Danielle Janiece LaVonnya Long
Antonio James Mallard

Taylor K. Martin
Jordan Chantel McCoy-Traylor
Serita Nycole McCrary
Emme McMillan
Kailyn McVey
Reyana Miller
Tamira Momon
Marquan E. Morrison
Tanisha Normil
Paige Y. Oliver
Ahnyah B. Phillips
Erica Phipps-Ferrera
Alisia Rios
Jasmine Saunders
Dominique C. Scott
Elijah Sharrieff
Ceveta Emelda Sieh
Trenai Kelli Singleton
Calandra LaQuita Small
Dejanae Monique Spellman
Korea Mone't Steger
DaQuashia J. Strahan
Maia I. Talley
Zorri Hazel Tate
Breanna Nicole Thomas
Taylor Upshaw
Tresha Mone't Vick
Quavius Wainwright
Alexis Dionne Ward
Nyari Weatherly
Kristian Whitby
Aiannah Aleem Williams
Cailla Renee Williams
Che Williams
Chauday De'Niece Wilson
Liticia A. Winston
HONOR ROLL

Graduate Honor Roll

Levesa Ashe  Kyra Rakel Matthews  Lauren L. Taylor
Nada Fahad Alzaaqi  Morgan Denise McKinnon  Shanasia Da'Nielle Victrum
Nia L. Bowser  Alexis M. Monteiro  Jasmine Imani Walker
Vindya N. Dasanayaka  Lauren A. Montgomery  Charlisa Watson
Brandon Ramon Harris  Tasia Zanay Montgomery  Joyce White
Marla Jo'Von Hollis  Sabin Neupane  Lauren Williams
Jazmine Denise Johnson  Sierra J. Oden  Taylor Wilson
Bobby Q. King  Frank Ortega
Jovian Lazare  Maya Nichelle Shy

Undergraduate Honor Roll

Nave Rickel Bailey
Ashtine Alyah Besteda
Culani A. Burks
DeJanee Callahan
Alona Edwards
Italy Flagler
Traneisha B. Foriest
Trenese Charlotti Arlenna Gatlin
Laurisa Jaimee Guillaume
Elise Nailah Holloway
Terrell J. Johnson
Eriq Khalil Jones
Mercedes Alainah Martin
Briana N. McGee
Nailah-Mawusi Mitchell
Breonah Cathleen Moore
Aiyana Newman
Kasey Porter
Linda Ransom
Amesha Johnae Reed
Sasha Mykele Christina Saunders
Destinie B. Seide
Sequoia K. Smith
Brandon Jemel Washington
London Young-Winters